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Abstract: We discuss the nature of quantum field theories involving gravity that are clas-
sically scale-invariant. We show that gravitational radiative corrections are crucial in the
determination of the nature of the vacuum state in such theories, which are renormalisable,
technically natural, and can be asymptotically free in all dimensionless couplings. In the
pure gravity case, we discuss the role of the Gauss-Bonnet term, and we find that Dimen-
sional Transmutation (DT) a` la Coleman-Weinberg leads to extrema of the effective action
corresponding to nonzero values of the curvature, but such that these extrema are local
maxima. In even the simplest extension of the theory to include scalar fields, we show that
the same phenomenon can lead to extrema that are local minima of the effective action,
with both non-zero curvature and non-zero scalar vacuum expectation values, leading to
spontaneous generation of the Planck mass. Although we find an asymptotically free (AF)
fixed point exists, unfortunately, no running of the couplings connect the region of DT to
the basin of attraction of the AF fixed point. We also find there remains a flat direction for
one of the conformal modes. We suggest that in more realistic models AF and DT could
be compatible, and that the same scalar vacuum expectation values could be responsible
both for DT and for spontaneous breaking of a Grand Unified gauge group.
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1 Introduction
Classically scale-invariant and conformally invariant models have attracted great interest
in quantum field theory (QFT) for a very long time in a variety of contexts, both phe-
nomenological and theoretical. These symmetries are anomalous in QFT in four-dimensions
except in rare circumstances, such as N=4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory. This sym-
metry breaking is inherent in the renormalization process, leading to the concept of scale-
dependent or running coupling constants.
Why, then, should one be interested in classically scale-invariant theories? One reason
is that, in the search for the origin of masses, dimensional transmutation (DT) is a mecha-
nism that can “explain” the appearance of a mass scale from an otherwise massless theory
and can lead to definite relationships among masses that are not simply the consequence of
internal symmetries. A second motivation is also that classically scale-invariant models that
include the metric tensor are renormalizable [1], and their coupling constants are asymp-
totically free (AF) or asymptotically finite, at least for some range of parameters1 [2–5].
1Ref. [5] contains a detailed review of higher-order gravity. (This is essentially a reproduction of the
author’s 1986 Ph.D. thesis [hep-th/9510140].) Ref. [6] provides a comprehensive overview by some of the
pioneers in the field. Unfortunately, this contains numerous typographical errors in the equations associated
with R2-gravity.
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In principle, such models may provide an ultraviolet (UV) completion of Einstein gravity.
They offer the prospect of generating the Planck mass MP dynamically, with consistent
physics at energies aboveMP . Even if not the final word, they may provide a perturbatively
calculable framework within which some of the puzzles associated with quantum gravity
may be given definite answers. Needless to say, such models may also be very important
for understanding the very early universe, especially if inflation is an ingredient.
A third motivation is that such theories retain a legacy of their classical scale invariance
inasmuch as their symmetry-breaking is “soft” [7–9, 11], i.e., the masses do not suffer from
naturalness issues associated with power-law divergences [12].
In the simplest case of massless, scalar λφ4 theory in flat spacetime, the running of
the coupling λ(µ) insures that, as µ → 0, in fact λ → 0, and the model approaches a
free field theory. It also suggests that as µ → ∞, λ(µ) becomes large, so that, above
some sufficiently high energy Λ, the theory becomes strongly coupled. This is frequently
interpreted as a sign that, at scales above Λ (often associated with the term “Landau
pole”), the theory is not simply strongly coupled but incomplete or inconsistent. In other
cases, such as Yang-Mills (Y-M) theory or massless QCD, the theory becomes AF at high
momentum scales µ, with gauge coupling g(µ)→ 0 as µ→∞, but strongly coupled below
some low-energy scale Λ. Although not yet rigorously proven, it is firmly believed that
the result is gluon condensation or quark confinement, i.e., unlike perturbation theory
in which the quanta are massless, the true spectrum of the theory has massive particles
whose mass scale is determined by where the effective interaction strength, characterized
by α(µ) = g2(µ)/4π, becomes sufficiently large (typically, α(µ) ∼ 1.) We shall refer to this
generically as dimensional transmutation (DT) due to strong interactions.
Finally, there is a third possibility, first discussed by Coleman and Weinberg (CW) [13],
in which a classically scale-invariant theory generates a mass scale Λ at which a specific
relationship among multiple couplings obtains. In the case of scalar electrodynamics, this
occurs for λ(Λ) ∼ α(Λ)2, which can be at weak coupling where perturbation theory may
still be a good approximation. This has been called “dimensional transmutation,” whereby
a massless theory with two or more couplings can be described in terms of a mass scale Λ
and a single coupling α(µ) together with a relation that determines the second coupling
λ(Λ) at the specific scale Λ. If necessary, to distinguish this case from the strong-coupling
mechanism characteristic of theories like QCD, we shall refer to this as perturbative or
weak-coupling DT.
Among classically scale-invariant theories is higher-order gravity, often referred to as
R2-gravity, described by a “higher-order” action such as2
Sho =
∫
d4x
√
g
[
1
2α
C2κλµν +
1
3β
R2 +
2
γ
R2µν
]
, (1.1)
where Cκλµν is the Weyl tensor, Rµν is the Ricci tensor, and R the Ricci scalar. These are
the maximum number of scalars of dimension four that can be formed from the Riemann-
2It is convenient, although probably not necessary, to work with the Euclidean form of the QFT, and
we shall do so throughout this paper. For Einstein gravity, the Euclidean Path Integral is not well-
understood [14], and some of the same issues would apply to R2 theories [15]. If the spacetime manifold
has boundaries, one needs to supplement this action integral [16, 17], but these will not be relevant to our
applications.
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curvature tensor Rκλµν . The three coupling constants α, β, γ are dimensionless. As men-
tioned earlier, with a propagator behaving as 1/q4, this theory has been shown to be
renormalizable and asymptotically free, with or without the addition of a linear term in R,
a cosmological constant, or, with some weak limitations, with the inclusion of matter.
The low-energy behaviour of this theory is not well understood. If a linear (Einstein-
Hilbert) term M2R is explicitly added, the perturbative spectrum in flat background has
a massive scalar, a massless graviton, and a massive, spin-two ghost [18]. For this reason,
the theory is often thought to violate unitarity; it seems as if this model is just a clever
way of embedding a Pauli-Villars ghost in a manner consistent with general covariance and
achieving its renormalizability in an unphysical way. This interpretation of the classically
scale invariant theory leaves room for doubt for several reasons. Perhaps it is simply the
way in which mass was introduced that is at fault. The static potential associated with a
1/q4 propagator is proportional to distance, |~x|, so, taken at face value, this would be a
confining theory! The same conclusion is also suggested by the running of the gravitational
couplings. The complement of their being asymptotically free (AF) is that they grow as
the renormalization scale µ decreases, so one would expect the theory to become strongly
coupled at lower energy scales. It seems unlikely that the resulting theory at large distances
would look anything like general relativity, quite aside from whether or not it satisfies
unitarity. Finally, the spectrum in a flat space background may not be relevant to theories
having a curved spacetime background. It is notoriously difficult to determine the candidate
no-particle states (or vacua) when gravity is included.
Another possibility is that the theory (without an explicit Einstein-Hilbert term) un-
dergoes DT of the CW type discussed above, where gravitational couplings play the role of
the electromagnetic coupling in scalar electrodynamics [3]. If that occurs and the couplings
are weak, then it should be possible to infer the properties of the theory at that scale and
of the effective field theory below. We shall show that, assuming maximally symmetric
spacetime, DT can occur for weak couplings in R2-gravity (eq. (1.1)), but the extrema are
not locally stable and cannot be assumed to be the true no-particle or vacuum state.
If this theory is to look at all like Einstein gravity at low energies, it seems to be
necessary to include matter. In order for R2-gravity to remain natural, the matter field
action must not only describe a renormalizable theory but also be classically scale invariant.
This is automatically true for gauge bosons, but it is a strong constraint on scalars and
fermions. Previous such attempts have been plagued by an effective action that contains an
imaginary part, (reviewed, e.g., in ref. [19],) suggesting that such models become unstable.
We shall see that is not the case here.
The simplest form of matter would be to add a real scalar field to eq. (1.1) in a
classically scale-invariant manner
Sm =
∫
d4x
√
g
[
1
2
(∇φ)2 + λ
4
φ4 − ξφ
2
2
R
]
. (1.2)
The non-minimal coupling ξ is required for renormalizability. Perturbatively, of course,
one might expect 〈φ〉 = 0, as in the purely scalar theory. However, if R2-gravity plays the
role of electrodynamics in the Coleman-Weinberg model, DT may occur for some relation
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among the various couplings. If so, and 〈φ〉 = v 6= 0, then 8πξv2 ≡ M2P would correspond
to the Planck mass MP (assuming that ξ > 0). Below this scale, the theory would look
very much like ordinary general relativity. We shall show that DT can in fact occur and
that the effective action in this model does not have an imaginary part. We find that this
model has several fixed points, one of which is indeed AF. Unfortunately, even though
the gravitational couplings a, b are AF, the basin of attraction of this AF fixed point does
not include the range of matter couplings at which these minima occur. (One may hope
that this disappointing result is model dependent and that more realistic models including,
e.g., non-Abelian gauge fields and fermions, might not encounter such an obstruction).
Nevertheless, thinking of Sho+Sm as an effective field theory, these minima are candidates
for stable vacua at the Planck mass scale and below. Whether they are also unitary theories
has not been determined, although we shall discuss the issue further.
The outline of this paper is as follows: in the next section, we discuss the theory
defined by the action eq. (1.1) and its renormalization in terms of essentially two coupling
constants. In connection with this we explain the role of the Gauss-Bonnet term, and
remark on the relationship of its renormalization and a possible a-theorem. Then, in
section 3, we describe the nature of scale symmetry breaking in QFT and its implications
for naturalness. In section 4, we review the effective action in R2-gravity, including the
one-loop beta-functions for the couplings and their asymptotic freedom (AF). We show that
the beta-functions for the couplings determine the form of the one-loop, O(~), correction to
the effective action and investigate the possibility of DT at its extrema. We derive a (new)
formula for the local curvature in order to determine whether an extremum is a (local)
maximum, minimum, or saddle-point. An interesting aspect of this development is that,
even though the curvature is O(~2), it is determined entirely by the one-loop corrections.
In section 5, we extend this formalism to the model with a massless, real scalar field,
showing how DT may arise and discuss the low-energy effective field theory. Although we
use the Jordan frame for the most part, we also discuss this model from the point of view
of the Einstein frame. In section 6, we briefly discuss extending the model to include the
Standard Model fields. In section 7, we discuss constraints on the coupling constants in
order to expect theories of this sort to make sense both at the highest possible scales as
well as at and below the DT scale. Finally, in section 8, we conclude with a discuss of open
questions and future applications. In five appendices, we review some topics that bear
on our work in an effort to make this paper more self-contained, viz., the Gauss-Bonnet
relation, the background field method, the definition of scale invariance, constraints on the
couplings required for stability, and the one-loop beta functions for models of this type.
2 The action for pure R2 “gravity”
Because we are interested in classically3 scale invariant theories in four dimensions, the
action for pure gravity will contain the quadratic invariants given in eq. (1.1) However, this
is not the action that has been the starting point for analyses of this theory [1–4]. This is
3By “classical,” we simply mean the tree approximation in terms of renormalized couplings and fields
associated with some conveniently chosen scale.
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because of the Gauss-Bonnet relation, which in differential form may be expressed as
R∗R∗ = C 2κλµν − 2R̂ 2µν +
1
6
R 2 ≡ G, (2.1)
where R̂µν ≡ Rµν−gµνR/4 is the traceless Ricci tensor. The properties of the “topological”
term R∗R∗ and its relation in integral form to the Euler characteristic are summarized in
appendix A. For our purposes, it is sufficient to know that it can be written as the divergence
of a current, R∗R∗ = ∇µBµ. As a result, the variation of its contribution to the action
vanishes identically
δ
δgµν
∫
d4x
√
g G = 0. (2.2)
This property is closely related to the validity of the Bianchi identities. Although special to
four dimensions, these act like another symmetry that reduces the number of independent
couplings. The action eq. (1.1) can be rewritten, for example, as
Sho =
∫
d4x
√
g
[
1
2a
C2κλµν +
1
3b
R2 + εG
]
. (2.3)
According to eq. (2.2), the last term contributes nothing to the variation of the action, so
one might think it could be discarded altogether. When formulating the Feynman rules in
four-dimensions, it is certainly irrelevant so that, in fact, this theory would appear to be
renormalizable in terms of two coupling constants only (a, b). However, the theory without
the εG term is not multiplicatively renormalizable.4 Because of its relative simplicity
and manifest gauge invariance, the regularization scheme usually chosen is dimensional
regularization (DREG). This confuses the issue further because, for dimension n 6= 4, the
operator
√
g G cannot be expressed as a total derivative, nor can any dimension-dependent
linear combination of the three renormalized operators [20]. One might be tempted to
conclude that, like scale invariance or chiral symmetry, the Gauss-Bonnet relation was
anomalous or at least inconsistent with DREG [21]. Fortunately, it is enough to extend√
g(C2κλµν−2R̂2µν+R2/6) to n-dimensions, which is possible. Any definition for continuous
n that reduces to this linear combination as n→ 4 should suffice. This enables the definition
of renormalized operators and couplings in four dimensions, at which point, one may then
rewrite G = R∗R∗ = ∇µBµ locally, using the special properties of the curvature tensor in
four dimensions, such as the Bianchi identities.
Nevertheless, the extension of eq. (2.2) to n-dimensions will not be correct, so one
would think that one needs to include G in constructing the Feynman rules in n-dimensions,
adding further complications to renormalization of the theory. In fact, this obstacle has
been circumvented by previous authors [1–4]. In practice, this has been accomplished as
follows: ignoring εG when determining the Feynman rules, one finds that the theory is
not multiplicatively renormalizable unless one includes counterterms for εG as well. Since
4This has nothing to do with the regularization chosen. It is the fact that there are three independent
scalar quadratic invariants, given in eq. (1.1), and divergences occur proportional to each of them. It would
be equally true using a regularization scheme operating within four-dimensions. This is discussed further
below and in appendix B.
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these divergences (up to finite local counterterms) determine the beta-functions, this would
imply that βε is a function only of the remaining couplings, a, b. If so, then it must be the
case that
βε =
∂ε
∂a
βa(a, b) +
∂ε
∂b
βb(a, b), (2.4)
to all orders in perturbation theory. This is a nontrivial statement about the renormalized
couplings in four-dimensions. Among other things, it implies that there must then be a
tree-level contribution to ε(a, b) as well. In this theory, because eq. (2.2) is correct in four
dimensions, it is possible to solve eq. (2.4) order-by-order in perturbation theory. In a
separate publication [22], we prove this is possible and determine the function ε(a, b) in
lowest order to be ε = ε0 − β1/(β2a), where ε0 is a scale-independent constant. (β1 and
β2 are constants entering the one loop beta-functions βε and βa, respectively, given below
and in appendix E.)
We should emphasize that eq. (2.4) and the remarks below it apply only in the model
without matter fields. In general, we would expect βε to be a function of all the other
dimensionless coupling constants in the theory, except, as we have described, ε itself.
Indeed, βε is nonzero even if we do not quantize gravity, in other words there are “pure
matter” contributions, independent of a, b. One might expect such contributions to appear
at two loops from graphs with two gauge couplings or two Yukawa couplings, and at three
loops from graphs with two quartic scalar couplings. One sees, however, from ref. [23]
and ref. [24], that although such graphs generate contributions to βa and βb, they do not
contribute to βε.
In fact, βε as described here is the Euler anomaly coefficient, that is, the coefficient of
G in the gravitational trace anomaly. It thus represents a generalization to the quantized
R2-gravity case of the candidate a-function proposed by Cardy [25] as manifesting a 4-
dimensional c-theorem. Results for this anomaly coefficient (without quantizing gravity)
include a non-zero 5-loop contribution involving four quartic scalar couplings [26] and non-
zero three loop contributions involving gauge and Yukawa couplings [27]. For more on
the a-theorem see [28–30]; for some recent progress see [31, 32], and, for some interesting
potential cosmological consequences, see [33].
One consequence of our considerations is that, even though G is a covariant divergence
and
√
g G is an ordinary derivative, it can contribute a nonzero value to the action in
eq. (2.3) in curved spacetime just like the other terms, even though it is equivalent to a
“surface” term or “boundary” term. For example, in a maximally symmetric background,
G = R2/6. It is paradoxical that a “surface term” could be of the same order as a volume
term in the action. Even more, Euclidean de Sitter space is topologically the sphere S4,
so that there is no boundary or surface whatsoever, yet the integral is nonzero, apparently
violating Gauss’s law. The resolution of this paradox is that although G = ∇µBµ is
gauge-invariant, Bµ is not, i.e., it does not transform as a vector under general coordinate
transformations.5 This is related to the fact that the surface S4 is homotopically nontrivial.
5In other words,
√
g G is closed but not exact on S4. See appendix A.
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3 Scale symmetry breaking and naturalness
This theory is classically scale-invariant but not conformally invariant. The associated
QFT breaks scale invariance through the renormalization procedure by which the coupling
constants become scale-dependent. Classical scale symmetry is therefore anomalous in
QFT; the divergence of the dilatation current, instead of vanishing, becomes the sum of
beta-functions of couplings or masses times their corresponding operators.
This anomaly has nothing to do with naturalness [12], which is associated with power-
law divergences, typically characterized in terms of some cutoff Λ as quadratic behaviour
Λ2 for scalar masses or Λ4 for the vacuum energy, times some coupling constants. This is
a physical effect perhaps best illustrated in the context of grand unified theories (GUTs)
in which the SU(2) ⊗ U(1) electroweak theory is embedded in some larger group G, such
as SU(5). The GUT theory involves particle masses MU ≫ MW , and it is difficult to
arrange for the ratio MW /MU to be as small as required, 10
−13− 10−14, because radiative
corrections to the lighter masses such asMW are often proportional to the larger scaleMU .
This provides motivation for softly broken supersymmetry (susy), still the most popular
extension of the Standard Model (SM). Any theory in which such effects are suppressed
seems to depend upon some symmetry to protect it.
Classically scale invariant theories, although anomalous, beget a legacy to their corre-
sponding QFT’s. As has been emphasized by Bardeen [7, 8] and others [9], the breaking
of scale invariance by anomalies is “soft”, reflecting logarithmic divergences of the “bare”
theory that are responsible for running couplings. This is not true for power divergences, a
radiative correction behaving, for example, as g2(Λ)Λ2/(4π)2. Even if the coupling g2(Λ)
were AF, it would vanish relatively slowly, as 1/ log(Λ) as Λ → ∞, so that g2(Λ)Λ2 does
not become small. Power-law divergences are therefore incompatible with a theory having
classical scale invariance. Turning this around, this is why effective field theories that are
intended to apply below some physically relevant higher mass scale are not classically scale
invariant. Such models usually have radiative corrections that behave like powers of the
high scale. In the present circumstances, in which we wish to entertain the possibility that
there are no physically relevant higher mass scales, it is perfectly natural to ignore poten-
tial power divergences as manifestations of the regularization method. In fact, DREG is a
regularization procedure that does assign the value zero to power divergences, which is the
correct procedure in the present context.
As mentioned above, not only is the pure gravity theory AF, but it conveys this
property to the dimensionless matter couplings [2, 6] that may be added, so that the
ultraviolet behaviour for many of these models is perfectly natural.6
Previous workers have added an Einstein-Hilbert term M2PR and a cosmological con-
stant Λcc, thereby explicitly breaking classical scale invariance. This theory remains for-
mally renormalizable and AF, since M2PR and Λcc are UV irrelevant operators. From this
point of view, this looks acceptable, and, assuming that the couplings a, b are still suffi-
ciently small on the scale MP , the effective field theory below MP will look conventional.
6A word of caution must be issued here; in the case of a single real field, we find that the basin of
attraction of the UV fixed point is limited.
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Flat spacetime would appear to be a sensible solution to eq. (4.2) at large distances, but it
is easily seen that perturbations about that background have a massive spin-two field with
negative kinetic energy. This is the origin of the belief that the theory violates unitarity.
From another point of view, however, the addition of these irrelevant couplings to the bare
theory is a drastic modification, since it is no longer natural to ignore power-law divergences
associated with radiative corrections. As a result, it would appear to require extremely
fine tuning to sustain this form of the theory, so it would be impossible to argue that it
represents a UV completion of general relativity. Consequently, this theory is unacceptable
as a starting point for a completion of gravity, and such a model must be interpreted as
an ordinary effective field theory in which the terms quadratic or quartic in curvature are
simply some of the operators that can be expected to become important at energy scales
on the order of MP but small compared to some large physical cutoff Λeff .
In order to account for ordinary Einstein gravity in a natural way, models such as the
ones considered herein, described by Sho plus matter, must undergo DT, as described in
the Introduction, section 1. In the next section, we review and extend the formalism for
investigating this possibility perturbatively.
4 Dimensional transmutation in R2 gravity
The formalism will be reviewed for a case that has already been partially discussed in the
literature [2, 5, 6], although from a rather different perspective. For this purpose, it will
be useful to define the rescaled coupling w ≡ a/b, so that the action eq. (2.3) becomes
Sho =
∫
d4x
√
g
[
1
a
(
1
2
C2κλµν +
w
3
R2
)
+ εG
]
. (4.1)
This form has several advantages. The AF coupling a may also be identified with the
loop-expansion parameter, whereas the coupling w will be seen to approach a UV fixed
point. As we shall discuss below, the form of the β-functions suggest treating a as the
primary coupling governing the asymptotic behaviour of the others.
As usual, the investigation of spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) of a theory in-
volves the effective action Γ[gµν(x)]. Like the classical action, it is a functional of the fields.
The extrema of the effective action determine candidates for local minima, maxima, and
saddle-points:
δ
δgµν(x)
Γ[gµν ] = 0. (4.2)
Metrics satisfying this equation are said to be “on-shell”. We have suppressed the depen-
dence of Γ[gµν ] upon the coupling constants a(µ), w(µ), ε(µ) and the normalization scale
µ, but they are important. The effective action obeys the renormalization group equa-
tion (RGE)[
µ
∂
∂µ
+ βa
∂
∂a
+ βw
∂
∂w
+ βε
∂
∂ε
+ βσj
∂
∂σj
− γ
∫
d4x gµν(x)
δ
δgµν(x)
]
Γ[gµν ] = 0, (4.3)
where σj denote possible gauge-fixing parameters, and γ the anomalous dimension
of the metric. The effective action is the generator of the 1PI n-point functions
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Γn(gµν(x1), gµν(x2), . . . , gµν(xn)), and it is nonlocal in general. In perturbation theory,
the “classical” action consists of a term of the form of eq. (4.1). Radiative corrections
consist of loop diagrams plus divergent counterterms of the same form as eq. (4.1) such
that all Γn[gµν(xj)] remain finite as the cutoff is removed.
The one-loop effective action has not been determined for an arbitrary background
metric, so it is impossible to discuss all possible solutions of eq. (4.2). However, it is clear
that, formally, this equation will have a solution for flat spacetime, gµν = ηµν , where all
curvature tensors vanish. However, as we have remarked, we do not expect this to be a
consistent background solution of the QFT, because the couplings become strong in the
infrared, and this appears to be a confining theory. In this respect, it is similar to Yang-
Mills theory. Just what a consistent solution looks like, we do not know, but we would
expect the emergence of a DT scale, Λho. Since the theory has more than one coupling,
there may remain free parameters on which the spectrum and interactions could depend.
Whether there can be any light states below Λho is unclear, but, regardless, it is highly
unlikely that this theory would resemble conventional gravity at long distances.
Since the original theory eq. (4.1) has more than one coupling constant, one may ask
whether DT can occur for weak coupling. To our knowledge, this has not been explored
before. To simplify the analysis, we shall assume that the field is maximally symmetric, so
that the metric describes either de Sitter (dS) or anti-de Sitter (AdS) spacetime, depending
on whether the constant curvature is positive or negative. We shall investigate whether
DT can occur for a particular value of the curvature R. For the dS case, the Euclidean
manifold is usually compactified on a four-sphere [5] because the isometries of dS are the
rotations SO(5) (or SO(1, 4) for Lorentzian signature.) The global topology is unimportant
in perturbation theory. For Euclidean AdS, the isometry group is SO(1, 4) for Euclidean
signature (or SO(2, 3) for Lorentzian signature). In this case, the associated spacetime is
hyperbolic, so the manifold inherently has infinite volume. In either case, the maximally-
symmetric background has Cκλµν = 0, Rµν = gµνR/4. Therefore, G = R
2/6, and the value
of the classical action is
Sho =
∫
d4x
√
g
R2
3
(
1
b
+
ε
2
)
. (4.4)
All we really need to know about the volume element is that d4x
√
g ∝ 1/R2, which can be
inferred from dimensional analysis alone. Thus,∫
d4x
√
g ≡ V4
R2
, so Sho = V4
(
1
3b
+
ε
6
)
=
V4
6
(
2w
a
+ ε
)
, (4.5)
where V4 is some dimensionless volume element independent of R. For the four-sphere of
dS, V4 = 6(8π)
2, while for (the cover of) hyperbolic AdS, it is infinite, so we have to imagine
a temporary large distance cutoff so that the spacetime has a finite volume. Alternatively,
we can isolate the reduced effective action Sho/V4, which is the analog of the effective
potential in flat spacetime.
Consider the calculation of the effective action Γ[gBµν ] by the background field meth-
od,7 which involves shifting the metric gµν = g
B
µν + hµν by a classical field and treating
7The background field method is reviewed briefly in appendix B.
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hµν as the quantum field.
8 The background field in our case will be assumed to have
maximal symmetry, but the quantum field over which we integrate is arbitrary. In order
that fluctuations about the background be stable, there may be restrictions on the coupling
constants. For example, Avramidi [5] showed that the couplings must obey the constraints,
e.g., a(µ) > 0, 0 < w(µ) < 3/2, for convergence of the Euclidean path integral, but he did
not indicate at what scale µ such inequalities must hold. We shall return to these issues in
section 7; see also appendix D for further details.
For a maximally symmetric background, the only unknown quantity is the magnitude
of the curvature R. In this paper, we shall only investigate in detail the case of positive
curvature, leaving AdS for later work. Let us call ρ ≡ √R . The question is whether ρ may
be determined by DT. The effective action Γ can depend only on ρ, µ, a(µ), w(µ), ε(µ). In
fact, given eq. (2.2), only the “classical” action can depend on the parameter ε. Therefore,
it will not enter the Feynman rules for calculating radiative corrections ∆Γ to the effective
action. Nevertheless, ε is renormalized and does require counterterms which, however, only
depend on the other coupling constants. (For further discussion, see appendix B.)
Since Γ is dimensionless, its scale dependence must be in terms of the ratio ρ/µ. We
may therefore express its loop expansion in the following form:9
Γ(ρ) = Sho(a, w, ε)+B(a, w) log(ρ/µ)+
C(a, w)
2
log2(ρ/µ)+
D(a, w)
6
log3(ρ/µ)+. . . . (4.6)
The coefficients B,C, . . . are functions of the dimensionless couplings (a(µ), w(µ)), but the
dependence on logµ has been exhibited explicitly. In the loop expansion,
B(a, w) ≡
∞∑
1
Bk(w)a
k−1, C(a, w) ≡
∞∑
2
Ck(w)a
k−1, D(a, w) ≡
∞∑
3
Dk(w)a
k−1, . . . ,
(4.7)
where the coefficients Bk, Ck, Dk, etc., represent the contribution k-th order. In general,
the coefficient of the power logn(ρ/µ) is nonzero beginning at loop-order k = n. At one-
loop, only the term with coefficient B arises; at two-loops, the term having coefficient C
also arises, etc. The first derivative of the effective action is
∂Γ
∂ρ
=
1
ρ
[
B(a, w) + C(a, w) log(ρ/µ) +
D
2
log2(ρ/µ) + . . .
]
. (4.8)
An extremum at ρ = v 6= 0 satisfies eq. (4.2), which in the present application, reduces to an
ordinary derivative, Γ′(v) = 0 in eq. (4.8). Obviously, this equation simplifies considerably
if we choose to normalize at µ = v:
∂Γ
∂ρ
∣∣∣
ρ=v
=
1
v
[B(a(v), w(v))] = 0. (4.9)
8Alternate definitions of the quantum field are sometimes used. See ref. [6] for further discussion.
9In general, there will also be a term A(a,w) on the right-hand side representing finite local counterterms
characteristic of the particular renormalization scheme. Even for minimal subtraction (MS), it is nonzero.
We shall assume that the renormalization prescription has been modified in such a way as to remove such
terms, which, while they could be included, only serve to complicate our subsequent discussion. See below,
however, concerning the possibility of an imaginary part of Γ.
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The meaning of this stark equation is that, given the function B(a, w), an extremum will
occur if one can find a scale v at which the couplings are related according to the equation
B(a(v), w(v)) = 0. At one-loop order, this corresponds to a value of the coupling w = w1,
where B1(w1(v)) = 0, independent of a!
To characterize this extremum as a local maximum or minimum, we must know
δ(2)Γ =
1
2
Γ′′(v)(δρ)2 =
1
2v2
C(a(v), w(v))(δρ)2, (4.10)
where C, we recall from eq. (4.7), starts at two-loop order C2(w)a. This is in fact the
mass of the dilaton which arises from the scale-breaking anomaly. In fact, we shall see
that C2 can be determined from one-loop results. Because we have assumed such a simple
background, one can determine the form10 of B1(w) and C2(w) directly using the RGE,
eq. (4.3), which we write in the form
−
[
µ
∂
∂µ
− γρ ∂
∂ρ
]
Γ(ρ) =
[
βa
∂
∂a
+ βw
∂
∂w
+ βε
∂
∂ε
]
Γ(ρ) + . . . . (4.11)
Using the fact that Γ(ρ) depends on ρ only through the ratio ρ/µ, the left-hand side may
be written as (1+ γ)ρ ∂ Γ/∂ρ. The only dependence on ε is through the “classical” action,
eq. (4.1), (including counterterms), and βε is related to the other beta-functions through
eq. (2.4).
We have suppressed the gauge-dependent terms on the right-hand side of eq. (4.11),
as they will not affect our results. We will find that the RG equation relates B(a, w),
C(a, w) etc to the β-functions and the gauge-dependent anomalous dimension γ. However
the dependence on γ cancels out in on-shell (i.e. physical) quantities. In the case involving
a matter field, to which we will turn in the next section, this cancellation is quite nontrivial
because (as we shall see) in that case both B1 and C2 depend on γ in general.
It was observed long ago that the RGE relates different orders of the loop-expansion
for Γ [34]. The beta-functions and anomalous dimensions have loop expansions of the same
form as B(a, w) in eq. (4.7), so, if they are known to some order, then one may insert them
into the RGE eq. (4.3), together with the loop expansion in eq. (4.6), and equate common
powers in an (or ~n). Thus (inserting explicit factors of ~ for clarity) we find
µ
∂Γ
∂µ
= −~B1 − ~2B2 − ~2C2 ln(ρ/µ) + · · · (4.12)∑
i
βi
∂Γ
∂λi
=
∑
i
(
~β
(1)
i + ~
2β(2)
) ∂
∂λi
Sho + ~
2
∑
i
β
(1)
i
∂
∂λi
B1 ln(ρ/µ) + · · · (4.13)
−γρ ∂
∂ρ
Γ = −~2γ(1)B1 + · · · (4.14)
where β
(1)
i denotes the one-loop beta-function for the coupling λi, Sho is given in eq. (4.5),
and the sums are over all couplings on which the classical action depends {a, w, ε}. It
10In ref. [5], Avramidi calculated B1 by explicitly evaluating the functional determinants arising at one-
loop. See appendix B for further discussion. He checked his result by showing that it satisfied the RGE.
Our result for C2 is new.
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follows that
B1 =
∑
i
β
(1)
i
∂
∂λi
Sho, (4.15)
aC2 =
∑
i
β
(1)
i
∂
∂λi
B1 =
[∑
i
β
(1)
i
∂
∂λi
]2
Sho, (4.16)
aB2 = β
(2) ∂
∂λi
Sho − γ(1)B1. (4.17)
Thus, from eqs. (4.15), (4.16), we obtain the leading contributions to both the condition for
an extremum (eq. (4.9)) and its nature (eq. (4.10)).11 Note that neither condition depends
on the anomalous dimension γ.
In MS, in each order of the loop expansion, the only really new contribution
is to the single log term, B, with all the higher powers of log(µ) determined by
lower-order corrections.12
There is a possible flaw in the preceding method of determining the effective action.
Although, as mentioned in an earlier footnote, it is possible to adopt a renormalization
prescription to remove real local counterterms A(a, w), if the effective action had an imagi-
nary part of this form, it could not removed by counterterms. If present, an imaginary part
must be regarded as an instability. In a direct evaluation of the functional determinants,
it would show up as a negative eigenvalue that would prevent one from carrying out the
path integral. Just as in flat space models, such as scalar λφ4 theory with a negative m2φ2
term, such a term could arise by continuation of the effective potential from a region where
there is no imaginary part to another region where the argument of a logarithm turns neg-
ative.13 Another potential shortcoming of this method is that it does not reveal whether
there are zero modes. In fact, as shown in [5], there are five in the conformal sector of the
metric fluctuations.
Of course, once one has a formula for the one-loop corrections to the real part of
the effective action via the RGE, one can check whether or not fluctuations are unstable
and whether there remain flat directions, and this can be done without performing any
functional integrations. We shall discuss this further in section 7.
To apply these formulas, we need the one-loop beta-functions [4];
1
κ
βhoa = −βho2 a2, βho2 =
133
10
,
1
κ
βhoε = −βho1 , βho1 =
196
45
, (4.18a)
1
κ
βhow =
10 a
3
[
w2 − 549
100
w +
1
8
]
, (4.18b)
11One can check that the results in eqs. (4.15), (4.16) are unchanged by the addition of finite local
counterterms A0(a, w). That will not be true for the two-loop contributions to B, for example.
12One can check that the results in eqs. (4.15), (4.16) are unchanged by the addition of finite local
counterterms A0(a, w). That will not be true for the two-loop contributions to B, for example.
13Avramidi [5] actually did evaluate the functional determinants for a similar model that included an
Einstein-Hilbert term as well as a cosmological constant. We can take advantage of his calculation to check
some of our results, but he did not evaluate the curvature C2. One can in principle obtain the results below
from his by forming the RG-improved effective action starting from his one-loop effective action.
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where 1/κ ≡ 16π2. For a > 0, βa displays AF, as claimed, and the sign of a is renormaliza-
tion group (RG) invariant . In order to have a Euclidean action bounded from below, we
require a > 0. The running of w is more complicated; βw has two real zeros. There is a UV
fixed point at w1 ≈ 0.023, (a ≪ b), and an IR fixed point at w2 ≈ 5.47 (a > b). Naively,
it appears as if w = 0 is neither a singular point nor a fixed point, but 1/w = b/a → ∞
as w(µ) → 0, and therefore b → ∞ (a “Landau” pole). Since perturbative corrections are
polynomials in the parameters (a, b), this constitutes a breakdown of perturbation theory.
Typically, we expect perturbation theory to be valid only for κa ≪ 1 and κb ≪ 1, so we
cannot trust the one-loop results arbitrarily near w = 0.
On the other hand, w → ∞ corresponds to b → 0, which is not a breakdown of
perturbation theory. It would have been better to take the ratio of couplings as w˜ =
1/w = b/a, since perturbation theory holds as w˜ → 0, but we shall continue to follow
past conventions.
To determine possible extrema perturbatively, we may evaluate eqs. (4.15), (4.16) in
the one-loop approximation, yielding:
B1 = V4
10κ
9
[
w2 − 3
2
w − 317
600
]
, (4.19)
C2 = V4βw
20κ
9
(
w − 3
4
)
= V4 a
200κ2
27
[
w2 − 549
100
w +
1
8
](
w − 3
4
)
. (4.20)
The extrema occur where B1 = 0, viz., w± = 3/4±
√
3927/60. For both the positive root,
w+ ≈ 1.794 and the negative root w− ≈ −0.294, we find from eq. (4.20) that C2 < 0, and
hence (from eq. (4.10)) that both extrema are local maxima of the action.
Even though they are not locally stable, we would like to determine whether these
extrema can be reached naturally in the course of the running of coupling constants or
whether fine-tuning would be required to arrange for these values of the coupling constants.
This may be less interesting than if they were minima, but the analysis serves to illustrate
concepts useful in models having additional coupling constants with more complicated
renormalization flows. Further, as we shall discuss, it is conceivable that maxima such as
these and saddle points could be cosmologically relevant.
To discuss the running of the couplings, we shall assume that the initial values a0, b0
are sufficiently small so that perturbation theory may be used at the starting point. In view
of the fixed points at w = w1 and w = w2, there are three possible phases to be discussed:
(1) w1 < w(µ) < w2, (2) w(µ) > w2 or w(µ) < 0, and (3) 0 < w(µ) < w1. As noted, we
would expect perturbation theory to be valid so long as κa(µ) ≪ 1 and κb(µ) ≪ 1, and
any initial value of the ratio w0 = a0/b0 can be accommodated perturbatively except for
w → 0, where b→∞.
1. Starting at any value w0 between the two fixed points, w1 < w0 < w2, w(µ) spans the
entire region by running toward higher or lower scales µ. The extremum correspond-
ing to w = w+ ≈ 1.79 lies within this region and will be accessible perturbatively at
some scale v, so long as κa(v)≪ 1. Perturbation theory certainly holds in a neighbor-
hood of w1 ≈ 0.023, even though b≫ a, since both a(µ) and b(µ) vanish as µ→∞.
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Perturbation theory will break down as µ decreases, since a(µ) monotonically in-
creases. Although formally w(µ) → w2 as µ → 0, the theory will become strongly
coupled at some finite value of µ.
2. Starting at any w0 for w0 > w2, we see that w(µ) → +∞ as the scale µ increases.
Since a(µ), b(µ) are decreasing, this does not constitute a breakdown of perturbation
theory, but it simply means that b(µ) passes through zero at some finite value of
µ. Since b = 0 is not a fixed point, as µ increases further, b(µ) turns negative, and
therefore also w(µ) < 0. w(µ) continues increasing through negative values toward
the extremum at w = w− ≈ −0.29. So long as |b| does not become too large, this
could remain within the reach of perturbation theory. A similar story obviously holds
if the starting value is in the region w0 < w−. The couplings are continuous at w =∞,
so this point should be thought of as compactified.
If the initial value w− < w0 < 0, then one must decrease the scale µ to run toward
w−. Whether the DT scale v can be reached will depend on whether perturbation
theory continues to hold as a increases and |b| decreases.
3. With 0 < w0 < w1 ≈ +.023, there is no extremum of the action in this region,
so the behavior of the couplings is irrelevant for DT in this “pure gravity” model.
Nevertheless, for completeness, we shall remark on the running. As the scale in-
creases, w → w1, and a and b are AF. Decreasing the scale runs toward the scale
where b → +∞, and perturbation theory breaks down. We guess this would occur
for κb(µ) ∼ 1. To be slightly more quantitative, if the initial value κb0 ∼ 1, then
κa0 ∼ w0 < w1, or a0 < w1/κ ≈ 3.61. The range of validity of perturbation theory
therefore depends on how much smaller a0 is than this.
In summary, we have found that there are two extrema at scales µ = v determined, for
b(v) > 0 by a(v)/b(v) = w+ ≈ 1.79 and another, for b(v) < 0, by a(v)/b(v) = w− ≈ −0.294.
Both can be reached in perturbation theory starting from a wide range of initial values;
however, both are local maxima since C2 < 0, i.e., the dilaton is tachyonic. By our
method of calculation, we cannot tell whether these extrema occur for R > 0 (de Sitter-
like) or R < 0 (anti-de Sitter-like), but there is good reason to presume that it is valid in
de Sitter background.
Since these are metastable vacua in de Sitter background, they might be candidates for
“new inflation” scenarios if the local maxima are sufficiently flat. A quantitative measure of
the degree of flatness in conventional models is the slow-roll parameter η =M2PV
′′(φ)/V (φ),
where V (φ) is the potential at the field value of interest. By transforming to Einstein frame,
one can show that the corresponding quantity in our model is η = m2d/Λ, where md is the
dilaton mass proportional to C2, and Λ is the corresponding cosmological constant. Having
determined R = v2 from B1(w) = 0, we find that η = 2C2v
2/(3M2P ), where C2 is given in
eq. (4.20). (The appearance of MP here is due to the fact that in the Einstein frame the
theory takes the form of Einstein gravity with a positive cosmological constant, coupled to
a massless scalar.) As discussed earlier, the dilaton mass arises from the scale anomaly at
two-loop order, so with reasonable values of the couplings, one can expect η to be small.
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We have not analyzed this model at finite temperature, and we do not know the limit on
a(v) that would allow sufficient inflation.14
Although this is not a realistic model of our universe, this is a rather different inflation-
ary mechanism than has been encountered previously. The metric is in a sense self-inflating.
Of course, unlike Einstein-Hilbert theory, the metric in this model has additional degrees
of freedom beyond the massless graviton, including a scalar mode, but it is not obvious
that that this mode may be identified as the inflaton. Nevertheless, without any fine tun-
ing, this already has some of the ingredients of a successful inflationary model, except, of
course, that it is unlikely to exit to a phase that resembles general relativity, a problem
that may be cured with the introduction of matter.
5 Matter: the real scalar field
In order to obtain a realistic field theory of gravity, it seems necessary to include matter
fields. We shall simply discuss a real scalar field here, leaving the addition of other scalars,
gauge fields and fermions for later work. The hope is that the matter action eq. (1.2) will
lead to a nonzero vacuum expectation value for φ, so that we may identify ξφ2 with the
reduced Planck scale M2P /8π. The idea of generating the Planck mass in this way is not
original to us; indeed, in the final section of the ref. [2], those authors suggested that it
would be interesting to explore these possibilities and, in a footnote, provided the formula
for the one-loop correction. The idea is to have a CW-like model with gravity replacing
electrodynamics in its effect on the scalar field. This idea was followed up in a number of
papers [19, 38, 39]; however, there was never completed a fully self-consistent calculation
that included quantum corrections to the background metric. Often feedback on the metric
was assumed to be negligible.
Our approach is fundamentally different from previous treatments in several respects.
We insist that the starting theory be classically scale invariant, so that this theory of
gravity can be entertained as potentially complete without naturalness problems. The
background curvature is to be determined self-consistently,15 and the Planck mass must
be generated dynamically via DT. One reason for first discussing the gravitational theory
without matter in the previous section was to gain some experience with the gravitational
dynamics of such a model before embarking on other scenarios. So far, we have only
treated maximally symmetric models, but, in principle, more complicated gravitational
backgrounds can be considered. Our failure to find a locally stable vacuum state in the
preceding section is consistent with the view that, without matter, gravity is bootless.
Perhaps they can be tied together in a grand unified framework, but we feel there is much
to be learned first in simpler models of this type before attempting that.
If DT does occur, then below the Planck scale, the theory will take the form of an
effective field theory resembling the usual sort of scalar-tensor theory of gravity but with
14We note here that there has been recent work on inflation in the R2 gravity context, in the light of the
recent BICEP2 data [35, 36]. For other recent work on R2 gravity and its supersymmetric extensions, see
ref. [37].
15A similar scheme was attempted in Einstein gravity in [40].
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calculable corrections or matching conditions specified. We anticipate that the naturalness
issues associated with physics below the Planck scale would return, so we cannot imme-
diately suggest that this approach is a solution to the naturalness problems of particle
physics. (Of course, as with supersymmetry breaking, one could arrange for this dynamics
to be in a sector hidden from the Standard Model [9, 10].)
The action we shall consider is the sum of eq. (1.2) and eq. (2.3), S = Sho + Sm. This
classical action has no masses and is formally invariant under global scale transformations,
which we define as
φ(x)→ eαφ(x), gµν(x)→ e−2αgµν(x), (5.1)
as reviewed in appendix C.
The EoM associated with this action are
−
(
2
3b
R− ξφ
2
2
)
Rµν +
gµν
2
(
1
3b
R− ξφ
2
2
)
R
+
1
a
[
2
3
RRµν − 2RκλRµκνλ + gµν
2
(
R2κλ −
1
3
R2
)]
=
(5.2a)
=
1
2
Tµν−(∇µ∇ν − gµν)
(
2
3b
R− ξφ
2
2
)
− 1
6a
(2∇µ∇νR+gµνR− 6Rµν),
where Tµν ≡ ∇µφ∇νφ− gµν
[
1
2
(∇φ)2 + λ
4
φ4
]
,
(5.2b)
and
−ξφR−φ+ λφ3 = 0. (5.2c)
If we take the trace of eqs. (5.2a), (5.2b) and combine the results, we find16
−ξφ2R+ (∇φ)2 + λφ4 = 
(
4
b
R− 3ξφ2
)
. (5.3)
Writing φ2 = 2φφ+ 2(∇φ)2, we may rearrange the preceding equation as
−ξφ2R+ 6ξφφ+ λφ4 = 4
b
R− (1 + 6ξ) (∇φ)2. (5.4)
Only for the conformal values, (1/b) → 0, 6ξ = −1, is eq. (5.4) equal to φ times the
scalar EoM, eq. (5.2c), for arbitrary φ. However, there are other solutions of these two
equations that are mutually compatible. For example, if φ = φ0, a constant value, then the
gradients vanish, so eq. (5.2c) implies that ξφ0R0 = λφ
3
0. Assuming that φ0 6= 0, the scalar
curvature takes the constant value R0 = λφ
2
0/ξ. Then the trace equation eq. (5.4) is also
satisfied. Returning to the tensor EoM, eq. (5.2a), for constant φ0, R0, one can show after
considerable algebra that this equation is also satisfied and yields no further information.
In sum, constant φ0 with R0 = λφ
2
0/ξ satisfies the classical EoM. This is a flat direction
in the space of fields. As with the model without matter, the value of R0 is classically
undetermined, since the model remains scale invariant.
16The terms in a drop out because of classical conformal invariance.
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Off-shell, for arbitrary constant φ and R, the matter action eq. (1.2) and its derivatives
take the form
Sm(r)
V4
=
1
R2
[
λφ4
4
− ξφ
2
2
R
]
=
1
4
[
λr2 − 2ξr] , S′m(r) = 12 [λr − ξ] , S′′m(r) = λ2 , (5.5)
where r ≡ φ2/R. This is the matter action and its derivatives for arbitrary ratio r, i.e.,
off-shell. It has an extremum for r = ξ/λ, which is a local minimum only if λ > 0.
(Subsequently, while searching for extrema of the effective action, we must keep in mind
that λ ≥ 0 for a classically stable ratio.) Adding the value of the gravitational action
eq. (4.5), the total action takes the on-shell value
S/V4 =
1
6
[
2w
a
+ ε− 3ξ
2
2λ
]
. (5.6)
Since the scale of the fields is undetermined at the tree level, the value of µ at which we
are to evaluate the coupling constants is unknown. We can hope that both of these issues
will be resolved by calculating the one-loop correction to the effective action and looking
for a consistent DT solution. Since we now have dependence on {λ, ξ} as well as the pure
gravity couplings, the possibilities are much richer than in the model without matter.
Before embarking upon a fairly lengthy discussion and calculation, it may be useful to
describe where we are headed. Assuming that the field φ 6= 0, we can restore minimal cou-
pling of the scalar field by transforming the matter action from the Jordan form, eq. (1.2), to
the so-called Einstein frame by means of a conformal transformation gµν(x)→ Ω−2gµν(x),
where Ω2 ≡ φ2/M2, where M is an arbitrary unit of mass introduced to keep the metric
dimensionless. Then, after making this substitution, the classical matter action becomes
S Em =
∫
d4x
√
g
[
1
2
(∇ζ)2 + λM
4
4
− ξM
2
2
R
]
, (5.7)
where we defined ζ ≡ M√6ξ + 1 log(|φ|/M). We recognize the linear term in R as the
Einstein-Hilbert action for gravity with 1/GN = 8πξM
2 ≡M2P . Remarkably, the conformal
transformation has transmogrified the self-interaction of the scalar into a cosmological
constant. For λ(µ) > 0, such a model would naturally produce inflation.17 In units of the
Planck mass MP , the cosmological term is λM
4/4 = (λ/ξ2)[M2P /(16π)]
2.
The original massless scalar has morphed into a massless dilaton ζ ∝ log |φ|, whose
presence can be easily understood. The assumption that φ 6= 0 corresponds to spontaneous
breaking of scale invariance, and, since scaling is a valid symmetry classically, we must get
a Goldstone boson in the broken phase. On the other hand, since the scale symmetry is
explicitly broken by the anomaly in the QFT, we would expect the dilaton will actually
have a nonzero mass that will be parametrically small compared toMP . (In fact, this mass
will be shown to arise at two loops.)
17As remarked below eq. (5.5), we must have λ(v) > 0 for classical stability.
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As for the terms quadratic in curvature, in Einstein frame they become
SEho =
∫
d4x
√
g
a
[
1
2
C2κλµν +
w
3
R˜2 + aεG˜
]
, (5.8a)
where R˜ ≡ R− 6
M
√
(1 + 6ξ)
ζ +
6
M2 (1 + 6ξ)
(∇ζ)2 , (5.8b)
G˜ ≡ G− 8∇µJµ, (5.8c)
the term involving the Weyl tensor being invariant under conformal transformations. As-
suming the conformal transformation does not change the Euler characteristic of the back-
ground topology, the change in G must be of the form of a covariant derivative of a vec-
tor (see e.g., appendix B of [41]).18 At energies below the Planck scale,
√
ξ M, this takes the
form of higher derivative terms in an effective field theory dominated by SEm, eq. (5.7). For
energies of order MP , the situation becomes more subtle. As usual, in a flat background,
it would appear as if there is a graviton plus massive scalar plus a massive spin-two ghost.
However, because of the cosmological constant, λM4, Minkowski space is not a solution
of the field equations, so the flat space interpretation may not be relevant. On the other
hand, this depends on the size of the cosmological constant in units of the Planck mass, of
order λ/ξ2. If this ratio were small, as subsequent calculations suggest it might be, then it
does seem as if there is a range of momenta, (λ/ξ2)1/4 < p/MP < 1, where the background
curvature might be negligible. However, the ghost mass is at the upper limit of the range
of applicability of this analysis, so it is not so clear that the implied violation of unitarity is
physically observable, even in principle. This regime is also subject to Hawking radiation
from the horizon, which may cloud the issue further, although the temperature is relatively
small. We are left uncertain but concerned about unitarity on the Planck scale. As a final
comment concerning the Einstein frame, we note some recent work [42] concluding that
(at least at one loop), results in the two frames (Jordan and Einstein) coincide on-shell.
To determine whether DT takes place, it is easiest to work with the action in Jordan
form eq. (1.2), to which we return. As before, we write the effective action as
Γ(λi, r, ρ/µ) = S(λi, r) +B(λi, r) log(ρ/µ) +
C(λi, r)
2
log2(ρ/µ) + . . . , (5.9)
where, again, ρ =
√
R. The collection of dimensionless coupling constants {a, w, ε, ξ, λ} has
been denoted by λi. With these conventions, the value of the effective action for ρ = µ is
simply the classical action, Γ(λi, r, 1) = S(λi, r) ≡ Sm(λi, r) + Sho(λi).
As mentioned earlier, although the RGE does provide an easy way to determine the
coefficients B(λi, r) and C(λi, r), it is not really a substitute for the path integral calcu-
lation. In particular, the effective potential might have an imaginary part that cannot
be removed by finite local counterterms but would not show up by this method. In fact,
such contributions have plagued previous attempts to include matter [19], in particular,
because of mixing with the conformal mode of the metric. In appendix D, we have checked
18We found Jµ = ϑν∇µϑν−ϑµ(∇·ϑ)+(Rµν−gµνR/2)ϑν+ϑµϑ2, where ϑµ ≡ ∇µ log(Ω), differing slightly
from the result of ref. [41]. The change G→ G˜ plays no role in perturbation theory.
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by explicit calculation that there are no such modes arising in this model, so the follow-
ing calculation does indeed give the correct result. However, we also learn that to avoid
unstable modes (negative eigenvalues,) we must have all couplings a, y, ξ, w positive and
0 < w < 3/2+3ξ2/(4y), at least for some range of renormalization scales µ. We again find
five zero eigenvalues associated with h1 in the conformal sector. Must these inequalities
prevail at the DT scale? We shall return to this issue in section 7.
It is slightly simpler algebraically to express the variations of the action in terms of
r and log ρ rather than in terms of φ and R. Since we seek solutions for which (r, ρ) =
(r0, v) 6= 0, there is no loss of generality in so doing. The first derivatives are
∂
∂r
Γ(λi, r, ρ/µ)=
∂
∂r
Sm(λi, r)+log(ρ/µ)
∂
∂r
B(λi, r)+
log2(ρ/µ)
2
∂
∂r
C(λi, r) +. . . , (5.10a)
ρ
∂
∂ρ
Γ(λi, r, ρ/µ) = B(λi, r) + C(λi, r) log (ρ/µ) + . . . . (5.10b)
Note that ∂Sm(λi, r)/∂r is identical to S
′
m(r) in eq. (5.5). Setting (r, ρ) = (r0, v) where
these both vanish, and choosing the normalization scale µ = v, we find
∂
∂r
Γ(λi, r, ρ/µ)
∣∣∣
r0,v
=
∂
∂r
Sm(λi, r)
∣∣∣
r0,v
= 0, (5.11a)
ρ
∂
∂ρ
Γ(λi, r, ρ/µ)
∣∣∣
r0,v
= B(λi, r)
∣∣∣
r0,v
= 0. (5.11b)
These results are exact to all orders in the loop expansion. The form of these equations
suggests a two-step approach to finding extrema: (1) Since Sm(λi, r) is independent of ρ,
the first equation eq. (5.11a) demonstrates that the value r0(µ) = φ
2/R = ξ(µ)/λ(µ) of the
ratio at an extremum can be inferred in tree approximation, although we do not know the
scale µ at which the couplings are to be evaluated. (2) The second equation eq. (5.11b)
then determines the scale µ = v and the value of the curvature ρ = v, expressed as a special
relationship among the couplings that must obtain at that scale.
In order to determine stability, we shall also need the matrix of second derivatives
on-shell:
∂2
∂r2
Γ(λi, r, ρ/µ)
∣∣∣
r0,v
=
∂2
∂r2
Sm(λi, r)
∣∣∣
r0,v
, (5.12a)
ρ
∂2
∂r∂ρ
Γ(λi, r, ρ/µ)
∣∣∣
r0,v
=
∂
∂r
B(λi, r)
∣∣∣
r0
, (5.12b)
ρ2
∂2
∂ρ2
Γ(λi, r, ρ/µ)
∣∣∣
r0,v
= C(λi, r0). (5.12c)
Given our conventions, these equations eq. (5.12) are also exact to all orders in the loop
expansion, but their leading nonzero contributions vary from tree level for those involving
Sm, to one-loop for B, to two-loop
19 for C. The second variation on-shell is therefore
δ(2)Γ =
1
2
(
δρ
ρ δr
)[C(λi,r0) B′(λi,r0)
B′(λi,r0) S
′′
m(λi,r0)
](
δρ
ρ
δr
)
. (5.13)
19As before, the two-loop contribution to C2 can be calculated from one-loop corrections; C3, from
two-loop corrections, etc.
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This matrix has two eigenvalues ̟i that may be approximated as
̟1(r0, v) =
S
′′
m
2
+O(~2), ̟2(r0, v) =
1
2
[
C2 − (B
′
1)
2
S′′m
]
+O(~3). (5.14)
So ̟1 = λ(v)/2 is determined by the classical curvature, and ̟2, although of order ~
2, by
one-loop results, just as with C2.
To flesh this out, we need to determine B and C from the RGE:20
−
[
µ
∂
∂µ
− γρ ∂
∂ρ
]
Γ(λi, r, ρ/µ) =
[
βλi
∂
∂λi
− γrr ∂
∂r
]
Γ(λi, r, ρ/µ). (5.15)
As in the preceding section, the left-hand side may also be expressed as (1+ γρ)ρ ∂Γ/∂ρ.
The first variations eq. (5.11) vanish on-shell, so, to all orders,
βλi
∂
∂λi
Γ(λi, r, ρ/µ)
∣∣∣
r0,v
= 0, (5.16)
for arbitrary µ. To one-loop order, eq. (5.15) becomes
B1 + C2 log(ρ/µ) =
[
β
(1)
λi
∂
∂λi
− γ(1)r r
∂
∂r
](
Sho(λi) + Sm(λi, r) +B1 log(ρ/µ)
)
, (5.17)
so that
B1(λi, r) = β
(1)
λi
∂
∂λi
[Sho(λi) + Sm(λi, r)]− γ(1)r rS′m(λi, r), (5.18a)
B′1(λi, r) = β
(1)
λi
∂
∂λi
S′m(λi, r)− γ(1)r
∂
∂r
(
rS′m(λi, r)
)
, (5.18b)
C2(λi, r) =
[
β
(1)
λi
∂
∂λi
− γ(1)r r
∂
∂r
]
B1(λi, r). (5.18c)
As claimed, C2 is determined by one-loop results. Taking note of eq. (5.11), these become
on-shell
B1(λi, r0) = β
(1)
λi
∂
∂λi
[
Sho(λi) + Sm(λi, r)
]∣∣
r0,v
, (5.19a)
B′1(λi, r0) = β
(1)
λi
∂
∂λi
S′m(λi, r)
∣∣∣
r0,v
− γ(1)r r0S
′′
m(λi, r0), (5.19b)
C2(λi, r0) = β
(1)
λi
∂
∂λi
B1(λi, r)
∣∣∣
r0,v
− γ(1)r r0B′1(λi, r0). (5.19c)
Thus, on-shell, B1 is independent of γr, but C2 is not. This reflects the fact that, from
eq. (5.11b), the condition B1 = 0 is one of the (leading order) conditions for an extremum.
From eq. (5.14), on the other hand, we see that (unlike in the pure gravity case discussed
in the last section) the sign of C2 does not determine the nature of the extremum; we must
calculate ̟2. We find
̟2 =
1
2
[(
β
(1)
λi
∂
∂λi
)2[
Sho(λi) + Sm(λi, r)
]− 1
S′′m
(
β
(1)
λi
∂
∂λi
S′m(λi, r)
)2] ∣∣∣
r0,v
. (5.20)
20As before, we shall suppress possible gauge parameters. The only gauge-dependent quantities here are
the wave function renormalizations, which we shall show do not contribute to observables.
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The order of operations is important; the derivatives with respect to the couplings must
be carried out before setting r = r0. Note that the γr-dependence has cancelled out be-
tween the two terms in eq. (5.14), as we anticipated, because the result eq. (5.20) must be
gauge invariant.
There is still quite a lot of work to be done to evaluate and solve eqs. (5.11a), (5.11b)
for potential extrema and to evaluate eq. (5.20) to determine local stability. First of all,
we need the one-loop beta-functions. These have been given several places in the literature
and, for easy reference, are reviewed in appendix E in the present notation. Quite generally,
we see that βa and βε have the same form as in eq. (4.18a), but with the positive constants
β2 and β1 dependent upon the matter content. In this model with one real scalar only,
β2 = 799/60 and β1 = 523/120. Thus, the coupling a is always AF and, at one-loop, βa is
independent of the other coupling constants, a residue of the conformal invariance of the
Weyl tensor. Noting that a0/a = 1 + a0β2t, where dt = κd(lnµ), it proves useful to define
a new parameter
u ≡ (1/β2) log(a0/a) = (1/β2) log(1 + a0β2t), (5.21)
so that du = adt = −da/(β2a). The coupled equations simplify considerable if we rescale
λ as we did with b, y ≡ λ/a. Then the three remaining variables w, ξ, y obey
dw
du
≡ βw =
10
3
[
w2 − 1099
200
w +
1
8
+
1
5
(
6ξ + 1
4
)2]
; (5.22a)
dξ
du
≡ βξ =
[
(6ξ+1) y−ξ
(
3ξ2
2
+4ξ−3+10w
3
− 1
4w
(
9ξ2+20ξ−4))] ; (5.22b)
dy
du
≡ βy =
[
18y2+y
(
499
60
−3ξ2+ 1
2w
(
1+12ξ+33ξ2
))
+
ξ2
2
(
5+
(6ξ+1)2
4w2
)]
. (5.22c)
Note that a no longer appears in these “reduced” beta-functions. This suggests
that there may well be fixed points at finite w, ξ, y, where all three beta-functions
simultaneously vanish.
Although our primary interest is in finding where B1(λi, r0) = 0, let us first explore
whether there are fixed points. First, note that, if ξ = 0 (minimal coupling), then βξ = 0
implies y = 0 as well. βy also vanishes for ξ = y = 0. Then βw = 0 implies w ≈ 0.02514 or
w ≈ 5.46986. Other fixed points are more difficult to locate and must be found numerically,
but we found four more. All the fixed points are shown in table 1.
Of the six, it can be shown that all are saddle points except for the one located at
w ≈ 0.0245, ξ ≈−0.0252, y ≈−1.273, which is UV attractive. Unfortunately, since y < 0
near there, it has the opposite sign to the one required for stability in r, eq. (5.5). So this
does not appear to be an acceptable model for large scales. Further, as we shall explain
in section 7, no renormalization trajectory can cross from y > 0 to y < 0. (This would
require a change in sign of the curvature, so it is not surprising that it is different phase.)
Returning to the determination of B1, from eq. (5.5), we have the values of the matter
action and its derivatives and, as noted previously, r0 = ξ/λ, which implies a(µ)r =
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w ξ y z
1. 0.02514 0. 0. n.a.
2. 0.36011 1.7907 −4.8714 −1.3710
3. 0.02450 −0.02519 −1.2726 −0.015265
4. 0.03336 0.1898 −0.2643 −3.0652
5. 5.4699 0. 0. n.a.
6. 5.4705 −0.02567 −0.4654 −1.941×10−4
Table 1. Fixed points.
ξ(u)/y(u). From eq. (5.19a), we may write the on-shell value
B1(λi, r0) = βa
∂
∂a
[Sho + Sm] + βw
∂
∂w
Sho +
[
βξ
∂
∂ξ
+ βy
∂
∂y
]
Sm, (5.23)
or
B1
κV4
=
β2
6
[
2w − β1
β2
− 3ξ
2
2y
]
+
1
3
βw +
ξ
4y
(
ξ
y
βy − 2βξ
)
, (5.24)
where the βi are given in eq. (5.22). From their form, one can observe that B1 = B1(w, ξ, y)
has no explicit dependence on a. The equation to be solved, B1 = 0, is of the form
P (w, ξ, y)/w2y2, where P is a polynomial in the three variables with highest degree w4ξ4y2.
Not surprisingly, there is a continuum of (real) solutions satisfying P (w, ξ, y) = 0. Because
the classical action on-shell depends on ξ, y only through the ratio ξ2/y, this space of
solutions is more easily represented in terms of different variables. Changing from y to z
with z ≡ 3ξ2/(4wy), we find that
B1
κV4
=
(
20w2 + (1 + 6ξ)2
18
)
(z + 1)2+
z
3
(
8ξ(w−1)−11w+ 13
6
)
− ξ− 5w
3
− 151
240
, (5.25)
which is only quadratic in each parameter and non-degenerate in z, since, as discussed
earlier, w 6= 0 in perturbation theory. The contour plot of B1 = 0 is a very large region,
much of which is not of particular physical interest. As remarked below eq. (5.5), we may
restrict our search to λ > 0, i.e., y > 0. Therefore, the signs of z and w must agree.
Further, in order to recover Einstein gravity below the DT scale, we must have ξ > 0.
Although we allow w to have either sign, it is most convenient to display the contour plot
of perturbative solutions for the regions w > 0 and w < 0 separately. For w > 0, we find
the contour plot of solutions in figure 1. It is noteworthy that the entire space of solutions
lies within the limits 0 < w . 1.79, 0 < ξ . 0.862, and 0 < z . 2.82.
For w < 0, the contour plot is more complicated, especially because the equation
B1 = 0 degenerates at z = −1, where it becomes simply 6w+ 5ξ − 8wξ = 973/240. For all
w < 0, this has solutions ξ = (1/240)(973−1440w)/(5−8w), so that ξ lies within the fairly
narrow range 3/4 < ξ < 0.811. A portion of the general contour plot for w, z < 0, ξ > 0 is
shown in figure 2.
The next step is to determine the subspace of the preceding solutions to B1 = 0 that
are local minima, viz., those having ̟2 > 0, in eq. (5.20). The explicit expression is
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Figure 1. B1 = 0 for w > 0.
Figure 2. B1 = 0 for w < 0.
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straightforward to calculate but messy:
̟2(w, ξ, z) =
κ2a
4320wz
[
540ξ2
(−1 + 6ξ + 72ξ2)
+ 10z
(
1600w4− 9992w3+ 2w2(3407 + 600ξ− 2160ξ2)
+ 18ξ
(
19− 149ξ+ 375ξ2+ 324ξ3)
− 3w(55 + 528ξ− 2400ξ2+ 1116ξ3+ 432ξ4))
− z2
(
16000w4 + 160w3(289 + 600ξ)
+ 4w2
(
2363− 33624ξ + 71280ξ2 + 2160ξ3)
+ 1080w
(−45 + 112ξ − 344ξ2 + 176ξ3 + 24ξ4) (5.26)
+ 15
(
355− 1204ξ + 5820ξ2 − 10800ξ3 + 5184ξ4))
− 10z3
(
101 + 36ξ(34 + 74ξ − 105ξ2 + 414ξ3)
+ 4
(
1200w4 + 2w3(−191 + 720ξ) + 10w2(53 + 36ξ + 576ξ2)
+ 3w(1 + 6ξ)(−43− 270ξ + 192ξ2 + 18ξ3)))
− 40z4(20w2 + (1 + 6ξ)2)2 ].
Since we require y > 0, it follows that wz > 0, so the polynomial21 in brackets must
be positive for the extremum to be a local minimum. The intersection of the region
̟2(w, ξ, z) > 0 with the B1(w, ξ, z) = 0 surface is shown in figure 3 for w > 0 and in
figure 4 for w < 0.
Therefore, we have shown that there remains a continuum of local minima at which
DT takes place. All such points are candidates for no-particle solutions (vacua) in this
model. To illustrate, some values for w > 0, for z ≈ .0005, one has B1 = 0 and ̟2 > 0
for 0 < w < 1.78 with ξ = 0.0834 − 0.000333w +√0.293 + 0.833w − 0.556w2 > 0. At the
other extreme, for z ≈ 2.82, one finds 0.357 < w < 0.364, with ξ = −0.0207 − 0.129w +√−0.0756 + 0.417w − 0.539w2 > 0.
As a renormalizable completion of Einstein gravity, this model is unsatisfactory for a
reason that is not immediately apparent. The only UV fixed point has y < 0, whereas
all local minima must have y > 0. One can show that as the couplings evolve from lower
to higher scales, no path runs from y > 0 to y < 0. Therefore, the region of parameter
space in which DT occurs is not connected to the region in which AF holds. Invariably,
one or another of the couplings grows and perturbation theory breaks down. (We have not
investigated whether calculable nonperturbative effects, such as instantons, might alter this
conclusion, but it seems doubtful.) This property does not appear to be a generic property
of any such model, and we can hope (along with previous authors [3]) that a richer theory
of matter, such as a grand unified theory, might avoid such a conclusion.
21It is of fourth-degree in each of the three parameters w, ξ, z except at z = −1, where it becomes cubic
in w, ξ.
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Figure 3. B1 = 0 for w > 0, ̟2 > 0.
Figure 4. B1 = 0 for w < 0, ̟2 > 0.
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w ξ y z
1. 0.0271 0. 0. n.a.
2. 0.7497 1.2518 −0.7150 −2.1926
3. 0.0242 −0.0285 −1.5129 −0.0166
4. 0.0567 0.1771 −0.1103 −3.764
5. 6.9280 0. 0. n.a.
6. 6.9309 −0.0299 −0.7348 −1.318×10−4
Table 2. Fixed Points with Standard Model matter
6 Additional matter
It is straightforward to generalize the model above to a more general theory containing
gauge, Yukawa and additional scalar multiplets if we assume that the scalar sector we have
described is a hidden sector, interacting with what we may call the matter sector only via
gravitational interactions. This is because at one-loop order, the β-function and effective
potential calculations we have described are unaffected, except for matter contributions to
the βa,b,ε. (We assume here that the dominant non-minimal ξ-type coupling at the DT scale
is to the original φ-singlet.) We reproduce these generalized β-functions in appendix E.
Generally speaking the results remain qualitatively the same. For example, with N0 =
5, N1/2 = 24, N1 = 0, N
0
1 = 12, corresponding to a coupling of our theory to the Standard
Model (including right-handed neutrinos), we find
The fixed point with (now) w ≈ 0.0242 remains UV attractive, although two of the
eigenvalues of its stability matrix develop imaginary parts. This simply means that the
couplings oscillate around an envelope that is AF.
As in our original model, there is a substantial range of parameter space such that
B1 = 0 represents a perturbatively stable minimum of the effective potential. Thus it
is feasible to entertain the possibility that a realistic theory might be constructed with a
“hidden sector” responsible for generating the Planck mass via DT.
Of course if we wished to take seriously the above possibility in the SM context,
we would need to consider the indication of new physics associated with the electroweak
vacuum stability issue, caused by the running to negative values of the Higgs quartic
coupling λH(µ). A recent comprehensive analysis [43] suggests the possibility that a new
physics threshold is required at a scale of around ΛI ≈ 1010 − 1012GeV.22 Now the DT
scale in our model is given by
ΛDT ∼
√
R ∼
√
λ
ξ
〈φ〉 ∼
√
λMP /ξ, (6.1)
so to make this scale coincide with ΛI ∼ 1012GeV requires
√
λ/ξ ∼ 10−7−10−9. Proponents
of Higgs inflation [46–50] are content to contemplate large values of ξ (ξ ≈ 104), but it is
22Note that while λH(µ) is of course gauge invariant for all µ, defining the instability scale by, for example,
V (ΛI) = 0 is manifestly gauge dependent, so care is required [44, 45].
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clear from, for example eq. (5.22), that such ξ values lead to loss of perturbative credibility
for our calculations.
Evidently it will also be interesting to entertain a more complicated generalization
where the non-minimally coupled scalar sector has gauge and Yukawa interactions. For
example, one could imagine a Grand Unified Theory (GUT) wherein the DT-generated vev
for the scalar fields both generated Einstein gravity and broke the GUT gauge invariance
down to the SM. We postpone this possibility for future discussion.
7 Constraints on coupling constants
What constraints exist on the couplings constants? First of all, unlike flat space field
theories, not all spacetimes can be analytically continued from Lorentzian to Euclidean
signature. We tacitly assume that all physically realizable spacetimes arise by the reverse
process of continuation from a Euclidean metric. We are especially interested in models
in which the couplings are asymptotically free so that perturbation theory can be used to
determine the solutions. We have already discussed some properties of the effective action
at the DT scale in two cases, the pure R2-model of gravity and the R2 plus a real scalar.
We also touched on inclusion of the SM fields in a hidden sector.
In the case of no matter, we found that there were no local minima of the effective
action, regardless of the signs of the couplings.
In the case of the real field and its simple extension discussed in section 6, the basin
of attraction of the AF fixed point is a distinct phase from the range of parameters where
DT occurs. This can be seen as follows: we required y > 0 at the DT scale for stability.
If the couplings are to approach the AF fixed point where y < 0, then the trajectory as
some point will have to cross y = 0. If at some point y → 0 for positive y, then we see
from eq. (5.22c) that βy > 0 for all values of ξ, w, so y must increase from such a point.
Therefore, y cannot become negative, at least, not so long as perturbation theory is valid.
There has been considerable discussion in the literature23 of whether AF for all cou-
plings obtains, but we have not seen previous discussions of whether or not the couplings
actually run from their on-shell values to their AF values. Our result appears to be model-
dependent, and there can be hope that this obstruction will be remedied in future, more
realistic models. Nevertheless, this is an issue that requires attention, even in the exist-
ing models.
We found in appendix D that the EPI for ∆Γ was convergent only if all couplings
a, w, ξ, y are positive with w < 3/2+3ξ2/(4y). We postponed the question of whether this
is required to be true at all scales or, in particular, at the DT scale µ = v. We believe the
answer in both cases is “no”, based on experience with flat space models. First, consider
the familiar double-well potential V = λφ4/4−m2φ2/2 with λ,m2 > 0, we know that it is
stable near the classical minima ±v. Between the two minima, the true effective potential
is simply a straight line between the two minima, but the perturbative effective potential
23See Chapter 9 of ref. [6] for a summary of some models.
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resembles the classical potential. The one-loop correction to the effective potential is
∆V (1) =
(3λφ2 −m2)2
64π2
log(3λφ2 −m2). (7.1)
This does have physical meaning in certain situations [51], even when ∆V (1) becomes
imaginary. The imaginary part represents half the decay rate per unit volume, as expected,
although the decay process is rather complicated. Nevertheless, unstable modes do not
necessarily invalidate the perturbative result when properly interpreted.
Second, consider the case of DT in massless scalar electrodynamics [13], which is a
model that is not AF. In general, we believe that the self-coupling of the scalar field λ(µ)
must be positive for the convergence of the EPI and for the potential to be bounded below.
However, if one adopts a renormalization scheme similar to the one used here, the self-
coupling λ(µ) turns negative at the DT scale [52]. This is permissible because λ(v) is
unusually small at the minimum v, comparable in size with the electromagnetic one-loop
correction; λ(v) ∼ −κα2(v). At somewhat lower scales, λ(µ) is positive, typically on order
of α, and larger than the one-loop correction. However, at very small or very large scales,
it becomes large, and perturbation theory breaks down.
With these cautionary examples in mind, let us consider the immediate applications
in this paper. There are many well-known problems [14] defining functional integrals,
especially when gravity is included. Among them is that the manifold over which one
integrates and the determination of the metric are intertwined, so we seem to be caught in
a vicious circle. Further, in our case, the action eq. (2.3) includes the “topological term”
G and possibly also boundary or surface integrals. Beyond perturbation theory, we have
little to add to these issues. Within perturbation theory, it seems that the effects of the
topological term G can be restricted to the “classical” background, and we do not need to
address the topology of the quantum fields. In the background field method, summarized
in appendix B, it is required to evaluate the auxiliary functional eq. (B.2). This will
converge if the source-free EPI ∆G[φi, 0] converges, since ∆S is at least quadratic in the
quantum fields.24
For the matter-free case in section 2, it is necessary to find a scale where a > 0 and
0 < w(µ) < 3/2 in order to evaluate the integral, and that is possible. Now if a > 0 at one
scale, its sign cannot change (so long as perturbation theory holds.) For 0 < w < 3/2, the
EPI must agree with our determination of B1 and C2 in eqs. (4.19), (4.20) via the RGE.
For w(µ) outside this range of values, the effective action Γ will develop an imaginary
part, as evidenced by unstable modes in the EPI. Solving the equation B1 = 0, we found
extrema at w− ≈ −0.3 and w+ ≈ 1.8, both outside the range of convergence of the EPI.
Accordingly, our RGE calculation gives only the real part of ∆Γ and does not tell us that
there is an imaginary part as well. However, we did determine that both extrema were
local maxima, C2 < 0, so we should expect ∆Γ to have an imaginary part. It is not given
simply by replacing ρ by −ρ in the logarithms in eq. (4.6). In terms of the eigenmodes of the
Laplacian outlined in appendix D, the coefficient of the imaginary part will come from only
24Fermion fields can be included without changing the basic results, but they would require a separate
discussion.
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those modes that are negative. Since all modes for sufficiently large n are positive, there
are only a finite number of unstable modes, so that this is consistent with renormalizability.
For the real field in section 5, we required y > 0 for stability of the ratio r = φ2/R. The
constraints on the tensor sector for convergence of the EPI are a > 0, w < 3/2+ 3ξ2/(4y).
(See eq. (D.4).) From the conformal sector, eq. (D.5), we must have w > 0 and ξ > 0.
We also learn that there are six zero modes, one, the dilaton, associated with SSB of the
classical scale invariance, and the other five as in the matter-free case, associated with ϕ1.
As explained in appendix D, the dilaton will get a mass2 at two-loop order proportional
to C2. We do not know what will happen to the other five modes, whose origin remains
obscure to us.
Although we found an AF fixed point, it has y < 0 and ξ < 0, outside the bounds
above. Thus, independently of the existence of DT, the EPI does not converge for values of
the couplings near the AF fixed point! That is decidedly unsatisfactory for a perturbative
solution to exist.
Are these inequalities also necessary at the DT scale? We did find once again that
a > 0 and y > 0. We also required ξ > 0, so that the gravitational constant has the
correct sign. On the other hand, it is not clear that we must have w(v) > 0. Within these
restrictions, we found a large region of parameter space where DT can occur (B1 = 0)
and where the points are local minima. Thus, this is a viable mechanism for generation
of the Planck scale. Which of these candidate vacua might be acceptable would require a
cosmological analysis, but this is not a realistic model anyway.
In summary, the question of constraints on the couplings is thus scale dependent and
depends on the phenomena of interest. However, to calculate radiative corrections, one
may make the separation between the classical background and quantum corrections at
any convenient scale and later determine whether the questions of interest are at scales
at which the couplings are still small. Especially for AF theories, starting at a very large
scale where the couplings are small is an attractive possibility, but, unlike the models in
this paper, we would want the EPI over the quantum field converge in that domain.
Unfortunately, in the examples studied in this paper, one or another physical or aes-
thetic requirement was violated. For the pure metric model, section 2, the extrema were
maxima rather than minima. With the addition of a real scalar, we found that we were
able to find a purely real radiative correction ∆Γ for values of the couplings where there
were local minima of the effective action, but this region turned out not to be continuously
connected to the AF domain, so that, above the Planck scale, these theories appear to be-
come strongly coupled. Whether they must be regarded as incomplete, we cannot say, but
this result is disappointing. We do not know whether the problem lies with our insistence
on maximal isometry for the background, but it would be rather surprising if the most
symmetric situation has problems not shared by less symmetric backgrounds.
This does not invalidate our conclusion that DT can occur perturbatively. At the DT-
scale v, one-loop corrections are crucial, and the couplings need not respect the inequalities
required near the AF fixed point. The only inequalities we can impose at the DT scale are
those required for stability at that scale, such as y(v) > 0, ̟2(v) > 0.
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8 Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a number of new formal results for classically scale-
invariant, renormalizable gravity models. Such models can be motivated by the fact that
the scale breaking (due to the anomaly of the corresponding QFT) is soft, preserving
naturalness, unlike models that include explicit scale-breaking in the action. They are
also attractive, in that R2-gravity is not only renormalizable but also asymptotically free
(AF), a quality generally preserved when renormalizable interactions involving matter fields
are added.
We extended the formalism for determining whether dimensional transmutation (DT)
takes place to include the background metric itself, at least for maximally symmetric back-
grounds. We analyzed the situation in the absence of matter, showing that there was not
a perturbative background that was locally stable.
Classically, a scale-invariant theory that is spontaneously broken yields a massless
Goldstone boson. Since DT is a form of spontaneous symmetry breaking, there remains
such a massless particle in lowest order in perturbation theory in the QFT. However, since
the QFT breaks scale invariance due to the anomaly, this particle becomes massive from
radiative corrections (that are second-order in the loop-expansion.) We showed how this
mass-squared could be determined from a certain collection of the one-loop results, without
having to face the daunting task of computing the full two-loop corrections to the effective
action. This allows one to calculate the local curvature at the DT scale, which determines
whether or not an extremum corresponds to a local minimum or maximum of the effective
action In a kind of corollary to the discussion here, we elaborate in a companion paper [22]
how the effective action of this theory may be regarded in a sense as involving only two
gravitational couplings rather than three, and how this observation relates to a possible
a-theorem for R2 gravity.
The preceding observations and formulas can be extended to R2-models that include
matter, as was illustrated by considering the simplest case of the addition of a real scalar
field. Despite its simplicity, several properties not previously explored concerning R2-
models emerged. The non-minimal coupling ξ, and the ratios of couplings, w = a/b and
y = λ/a, have a number of finite fixed points, only one of which is UV attractive. The
basin of attraction of this AF fixed point is limited, and, in fact, does not include the region
in which DT minima occur. Accordingly, the couplings in the regions where DT occurs
are not AF and become either strongly coupled or somehow modified at high scales. We
did not attempt to determine the behavior at strong coupling; it may depend on which
couplings become large at high scales. Treating this as an effective field theory, we then
showed that DT can occur over a very wide range of parameters and that a large subset
of these extrema are in fact minima of the effective action.
In future work, we shall examine theories including other matter fields. Some models
that included non-Abelian gauge fields were partially investigated in refs. [6, 38, 39]. Some
of these are claimed to be AF in all their essential couplings, which is to be welcomed. If
there are classically scale-invariant models of this type that undergo perturbative DT, they
will have effective field theories below the DT scale that look like Einstein gravity, at least
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so long as they have a positive gravitational constant (non-minimal couplings ξ greater
than zero with our conventions.) If such “vacua” were within the basin of attraction of a
UV fixed point for an AF theory, then this would be a candidate model for a unified theory
of all interactions, including gravity, in which the mass scales would be determined solely
by DT. These are obviously very attractive candidates for further exploration. Whether
any such model is consistent with unitarity remains an unresolved issue, which can be
addressed after finding a model that is acceptable in other respects.
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A Gauss-Bonnet relation
The local Gauss-Bonnet relation is that a linear combination of three quadratic invariants,
C2κλµν , R
2
µν and R
2 is, in four-dimensions, a total derivative. It can be written in a variety
of ways [41]:
R∗R∗= R2κλµν − 4R2µν +R2 = C2κλµν − 2R̂ 2µν +
1
6
R2≡G, (A.1a)
R̂µν ≡Rµν − gµν
4
R, R∗κλµν ≡ 1
2
ǫκλαβRµναβ , R
∗R∗ =
1
4
ǫκλαβǫµνγδR
µν
αβR
γδ
κλ,
(A.1b)
R∗R∗ = ∇µBµ, Bµ ≡ǫµνγδǫρσκλΓρκν
[
1
2
Rσλγδ +
1
3
ΓστγΓ
τ
λδ
]
. (A.1c)
The current Bµ is not really a vector under diffeomorphisms; it transforms like a connection,
but locally, this is irrelevant. In the literature, sometimes the combination W ≡ R2µν −
R2/3 = R̂2µν −R2/12 appears, so that G = C2κλµν − 2W .
The global Gauss-Bonnet formula relates the integral of R∗R∗ to the Euler character-
istic χ, ∫
M
d4x
√
gR∗R∗ +
∫
∂M
d3x
√
γBµnµ = 32π
2χ, (A.2)
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where it has been assumed that M is an orientable, differentiable manifold in four-
dimensions, and ∂M represents its possible boundaries. (γκλ is the push-forward metric
on the surface induced by gµν , and n
µ is the outward pointing normal.) The Euler number
χ = 2 − 2g, where g is the genus (number of “handles”.) The genus of the sphere S4 is
zero, so it has χ = 2. This relation is very general and, with appropriate modifications of
the left-hand side, can be generalized to manifolds and non-smooth surfaces. (It can even
be defined topologically without reference to a metric.)
B Background field method
In this appendix, we review the background field method very briefly,25 since we need to
refer to a few results in the text. We shall employ DeWitt’s condensed notation [59], using
a single index to denote all indices, including spacetime xµ or other continuous parameters.
Repeated indices are (usually) summed or integrated over.
The effective action Γ[φi] = S[φi] + ∆Γ[φi] includes all quantum corrections ∆Γ[φi]
to the classical action S[φi]. ∆Γ[φi] may be defined formally in terms of an integro-
differential equation as follows, in a straightforward generalization of the original path
integral treatment of the effective potential [60]. In the classical action, the fields of the
theory are shifted φi → φi + hi, and the resulting change in the classical action beyond
first order in hi is calculated:
∆S[φi, hi] = S[φi + hi]− S[φi]− hj δS[φi]
δφj
. (B.1)
Then one defines an auxiliary functional ∆G[φi;Ki] by
e−∆G[φi;Ki] =
∫
B
Dhie−∆S[φi,hi]−hkKk , (B.2)
where Ki is initially an arbitrary “source function.” Then it can be shown that
δ∆G[φi;Ki]
δKj
= 0, when Kj [φi] = −δ∆Γ[φi]
δφj
, and, (B.3)
for that value ofKj [φi], ∆G[φi;Kj [φi]] = ∆Γ[φi]. (B.4)
The interpretation of the expression eq. (B.2) is that ∆G[φi;Ki] is the generating functional
of 1PI Green’s functions in hi for a given background field φi. These can in principle be
evaluated. Then the function ∆G[φi;Ki] can be used to choose a source function for a
given φi so that the one-point function for hi vanishes. (Thus, the background φi is self-
consistent.) For that source function Kj [φi], then ∆G[φi;Kj [φi]] = ∆Γ[φi], the quantum
corrections to the classical action.
At first glance, this argument seems circular, but it is in fact well-suited to calculations
in perturbation theory. By construction, when expanded in powers of hj , the lowest order
contribution to ∆S[φi, hi] is quadratic in hi. This determines the propagator for hi as a
25Early reviews are presented in refs. [56–58] and more recent summaries in refs. [5, 6].
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function of the background field. To this order, it gives the well-known correction to the
effective action equal to
Γ(1)[φi] =
1
2
LogDet
[
δ2S
δφiδφj
]
=
1
2
TrLog
[
δ2S
δφiδφj
]
. (B.5)
There are numerous technical obstacles to implementing this machinery, all of which
have been overcome or circumvented. The QFT defined by eqs. (B.1), (B.3) generally
requires renormalization, so a cutoff must be introduced. If the theory is renormalizable in
the traditional sense, then, in the simplest cases, the action S will contain a finite number
of independent monomials in the fields along with their associated coupling constants.
In more complicated cases, such as gravity, it may contain an infinite number of terms
whose relation to each other is prescribed by a symmetry, i.e., the number of coupling
constants does not increase. If it is an effective field theory, then S will contain as many
terms (and coupling constants) as are necessary in order to achieve a given degree of
accuracy. Regardless, the fluctuations contributing to eq. (B.5) may include negative or
zero eigenvalues. Negative modes suggest either that the theory is ill-defined (such as
the flat-space φ3-model) or that the background chosen is not self-consistent and must be
modified. Zero modes are “flat directions” in the space of fields hi, which may be the result
of a symmetry or may be resolved by higher order terms in the expansion in hi. In any
case, it must be determined whether or not ∆S[φi, hi] is bounded from below as a function
of hi or not. In order to interpret the “classical” action in terms of renormalized fields
and couplings rather than “bare” quantities, the fields and coupling constants are rescaled
in such a way as to render the quantum corrections to Green’s functions finite. This is
usually expressed by saying that the action includes local counterterms chosen as functions
of the cutoff as needed. This makes the determination of stability even more difficult and
provisional because it is insufficient to determine simply that ∆S[φi, hi] ≥ 0 for bare fields
and couplings but must be true for the renormalized fields and couplings, which depend
on the renormalisation scale. Ultimately, it is the finite effective action including quantum
corrections that needs to be analyzed to determine stability and, in some cases, such as the
ones considered in this paper, at certain scales the size of the quantum corrections can be
as large as the “classical” corrections. As mentioned in the text, one may even encounter
instabilities at one scale that do not persist at other scales. Finally, since the effective
action is nonlocal, the criteria for the existence of a sensible background (“vacuum”) and
stability is not so easily established generically.
In gauge theories, one must introduce gauge-fixing terms in order to obtain sensible
Feynman rules, so the effective action is gauge dependent except on-shell where δΓ/δφi = 0.
If the gauge-fixing terms are cleverly chosen, one can maintain gauge invariance of the
effective action, but that does not mean that they are independent of all gauge-fixing
parameters. The ambiguous choice of effective action can make the determination of the
stability of a QFT off-shell in principle problematic. At one-loop order, most definitions
of a “self-consistent” background field do agree, so AF models may not suffer from such
ambiguities concerning their UV behavior.
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C Global scale invariance
In this appendix, we shall review how scale invariance in eq. (5.1) comes about. The scaling
symmetry is
xµ → x̂µ = e−αxµ, φ(x)→ φ̂(x̂) = eαφ(x), gµν(x)→ ĝµν(x̂) = gµν(x), (C.1)
for arbitrary real α. Unlike with general coordinate transformations, the invariant length
is rescaled,
ds2= gµν(x)dx
µdxν→ dŝ 2= ĝµν(x̂)d̂xµd̂xν= exp(−2α)ds2. (C.2)
In contrast, diffeomorphism invariance corresponds to metric transformations leaving
scalars invariant and covariant lengths unchanged:
x→ x′(x), φ(x)→ φ′(x′) = φ(x), ds2= gµν(x)dxµdxν = gµν ′(x′)dxµ′dxν ′= ds′2, (C.3)
where
gµν
′(x′) =
∂xλ
∂x′µ
∂xσ
∂x′ν
gλσ(x). (C.4)
Thus if we make the scale transformation corresponding to eq. (C.1), followed by the general
coordinate transformation corresponding to
x̂µ → x′µ = eα x̂µ, (C.5)
it is easy to see that we generate a transformation precisely of the form eq. (5.1), with
x′ = x. Thus for a theory which is both scale invariant and general coordinate invariant,
we can use this (more convenient) form.
D Stability of one-loop effective action
In order to calculate the one-loop effective action using the background field method of
appendix B, we must first form ∆S, eq. (B.1). We write the metric as gµν ≡ gBµν +hµν and
the scalar field as φ = φ0+δφ, where g
B
µν is the de Sitter background metric in a convenient
choice of coordinates associated with a constant curvature R0, and φ0 is the background
value of the scalar field. In tree approximation, even though R0 and φ0 are undetermined,
their ratio is fixed to be r = φ20/R0 = ξ(µ)/λ(µ). We shall assume this to be the case,
i.e., we restrict our attention to the fluctuations on-shell in order to avoid discussing the
complications associated with gauge-fixing. The fluctuations hµν are decomposed as [3, 5]
hµν = h
⊥
µν +∇{µEν} +
gBµν
4
ϕ, (D.1)
where h⊥µν is the spin-two projection of hµν (traceless and transverse, ∇µh⊥µν = 0,) Eµ is a
four-vector, and ϕ is a scalar. Indices are raised and lowered using the background metric
gBµν , and the implied connection is with respect to the background metric. If we decompose
Eµ into its transverse (spin one) and longitudinal parts, Eµ ≡ E⊥µ +∇µσ/2, and define h ≡
gBµνhµν , then we find that ϕ = h − σ. Under a gauge transformation, δhµν = ∇{µΘν},
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then h⊥µν and ϕ are gauge invariant, and, decomposing Θµ ≡ Θ⊥µ +∇µΘ, δE⊥µ = Θ⊥µ , and
δσ = 2Θ, δh = 2Θ. We shall work “on-shell” so that the gauge-dependent modes will not
enter. For that matter, we could choose the “unitary gauge” where σ = 0, E⊥µ = 0.
With this notation, then we find to second order in the fluctuations,
∆S(2)=
∫
d4x
√
gB
[
1
2
(
δφ∆0 (2ξR0) δφ
)
− δφ3ξφ0
4
∆0
(
−R0
3
)
ϕ+ δ(2)Lho
]
, (D.2a)
δ(2)Lho =
[
3
16b
ϕ∆0
(
−bξφ
2
0
4
)
∆0
(
−R0
3
)
ϕ
+
1
4a
h
⊥
µν∆2
(
aξφ20
2
+
R0
3
(1− 2w)
)
∆2
(
R0
6
)
h
⊥µν
]
, (D.2b)
where ∆j(X) ≡ −j + X acting on the constrained field of spin j. Expanding in eigen-
functions of the Laplacian on the sphere, we have eigenvalues [3]
j ≡ ρ20 λ(j)n , λ(j)n ≡ n(n+ 3)− j, d(j)n ≡
2j + 1
6
(2n+ 3)[n(n+ 3)− j(j + 1) + 2], (D.3)
where ρ20 ≡ R0/12, λ
(j)
n is the eigenvalue on the unit sphere S
4, and d
(j)
n is the degree
of degeneracy of the eigenvalue λ
(j)
n . Then, after integration over S
4, we find for the ten-
sor modes26
∆S(2) =
1
4a
∞∑
n=2
d(2)n
[
6ξ2
y
+ 4 (1− 2w) + λ(2)n
] [
2 + λ
(2)
n
] (
h
⊥
n
)2
. (D.4)
For convergence of integration over the large n-modes, we must have a > 0. There will be
neither negative nor zero modes provided the n = 2 mode, h
⊥
2 , has positive coefficient. This
requires w < 3/2 + 3ξ2/(4y). We required y > 0 for stability of the minimum at r = r0.
The couplings are to be evaluated at some convenient scale µ where these inequalities
are satisfied.
Returning to eq. (D.2a), we find for the conformal scalar modes,
∆S(2) =
12ξ
ay
∞∑
n=0
d(0)n
[
1
2
(
24ξ + λ
(0)
n
)(δφn
φ0
)2
− 3ξ
4
(
−4 + λ(0)n
)(δφn
φ0
)
ϕn
+
(
wy
64ξ
)(
−3ξ
2
wy
+ λ
(0)
n
)(
−4 + λ(0)n
)
ϕ2n
]
. (D.5)
In order that the large-n modes be positive, it is necessary that w > 0 and ξ > 0.
The n = 0 mode has coefficient d
(0)
0 = 1 times
36ξ2
ay
[
4
(
δφ0
φ0
)2
+
(
δφ0
φ0
)
ϕ0 +
1
16
ϕ20
]
. (D.6)
This mixing matrix has one positive eigenvalue (585ξ2/λ) and one zero eigenvalue, a flat
direction. The zero mode is easily understood. Classically, scale invariance is broken
26This is the same as the results in [3, 5] with the appropriate assignment to their masses m20,m
2
2.
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by the background field, and, since this calculation of fluctuations represents simply an
expansion of the classical action about a fixed background, there must be a Goldstone
boson associated with spontaneous breaking of scale invariance. Removing the zero mode,
we get a contribution from the positive eigenvalue to the one-loop correction to the effective
action. The QFT explicitly breaks scale invariance owing to the running of the couplings,
so we can hope that this zero mode is lifted in higher order, and indeed, at two loops, it
obtains a contribution from C(2) 6= 0. This classical zero mode thus gets a mass as a result
of the anomalous scale invariance. Requiring its mass2 to be positive gives a minimum of
the action and removes the flat direction.
The next eigenvalue (n = 1) has λ1 = 4 and d
(0)
1 = 5. The fluctuations are then
12ξ
ay
[
2(6ξ + 1)
(
δφ1
φ0
)2]
. (D.7)
As in the pure gravity case, the coefficient of ϕ21 vanishes, as well as the cross term ϕ1δφ1.
Thus, we continue to find five zero modes associated with the vanishing of contributions
from the ϕ1 conformal mode. The other eigenvalue is positive, 24ξ(6ξ + 1)/(ay) > 0 for
ξ > 0, which we require anyway in order that the gravitational constant ξφ20 be positive. We
do not understand the reason why these five zero modes persist, i.e., we do not understand
this flat direction as the result of a symmetry, broken or unbroken, and we have the feeling
that we may be missing something. Unlike the dilaton mode, we do not know whether it
remains flat in higher order or just what happens.
In sum, the constraints on the couplings in order that all modes be nonnegative are
that all four couplings a, w, ξ, y be positive at some scale and that w < 3/2 + 3ξ2/(4y).
E One-loop beta-functions
We have taken results for βhoa,b,ε from ref. [4], which corrects earlier results of Fradkin and
Tseytlin ([2, 3]) for βb. At one-loop order, the effect of matter on the gravitational beta-
functions is simply to add another term, so that βa, βb (or βw,) and βε become sums
βi = β
ho
i + β
mat
i . These results also follow from gravitational trace anomaly calculations
and are well known: see for example ref. [61]. For the gravitational contributions to the
matter β-functions βλ,ξ, we have used ref. [6] and references therein. We summarise the
β-functions below in our notation:
1
κ
βhoε =−
196
45
,
1
κ
βmatε =−
1
360
[
N0+11N1/2+62N
0
1+63N1
]
; (E.1a)
1
κ
βhoa =−
133
10
a2,
1
κ
βmata =−
a2
60
[
N0+6N1/2+12N
0
1+13N1
]
; (E.1b)
1
κ
βhob =−
5
3
[
2a2 − 3ab+ b
2
4
]
,
1
κ
βmatb =−
b2
24
[
(1+6ξ)2N0+N1
]
; (E.1c)
1
κ
βhow =
10 a
3
[
w2 − 549
100
w+
1
8
]
,
(E.1d)
1
κ
βmatw =−
a
60
w
[
N0+6N1/2+12N
0
1+13N1
]
+
a
24
[
(1+6ξ)2N0+N1
]
;
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where N0 denotes the number of (real) scalars; N1/2, DIRAC fermions;
27 N01 , massless
vectors; N1, massive vectors. (For chiral or Majorana fermions, the coefficients of N1/2
would be half those given above). The parameter ξ represents the non-minimal coupling
of a real scalar; in general, one may have a sum of such couplings. For a general theory we
may write (at one loop) βa = −κβ2a2, and βε = −κβ1, with positive constants β2, β1. It
can be shown [22] that the leading contribution to ε is determined to be ε = ε0− β1/(β2a)
where ε0 is a scale-independent constant.
The one-loop beta-functions for the matter couplings obviously depend on the partic-
ular model. For the single, real scalar action eq. (1.2) with couplings ξ and λ, they are
1
κ
βhoξ =−aξ
[
3ξ2
2
+4ξ − 3+10w
3
− 1
w
(
9 ξ2
4
+5ξ − 1
)]
,
1
κ
βmatξ =(6ξ+1)λ; (E.2a)
1
κ
βhoλ =
a2ξ2
2
[
5+
(6ξ+1)2
4w2
]
−aλ
[
5+3ξ2−
(
1+12ξ+33ξ2
2w
)]
,
1
κ
βmatλ =18λ
2. (E.2b)
This system of equations for a, w, ξ, λ are rather complicated, but they can be somewhat
simplified by introducing the variable u ≡ (1/β2) log(a0/a(µ)). Then these equations may
be written as in eq. (5.22) in the text.
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